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Add an additional 72 weapon storage slots. Choose the right weapon for the job, and conquer Raid Mode!
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raid mode weapon storage a

Despite the large variety of guns and upgrade parts, the weapon loadout system in Revelations 2 Raid mode is rather rigid,
encouraging players to keep several different versions of their favourite weapons. This notion is undermined with the new skill
system though, since all characters can unlock and maximise any weapon proficiency through cross-character skill inheritance.
Therefore, players will eventually gravitate towards their four favourite weapons with every character, leaving only the special
community events where they need very specialised guns (like fire ammo weapons for the low-level challenges or pure dps
builds for the giant monster invasions). In terms of these three weapon slot upgrade DLCs, this means that the weapon rack is
comfortably big enough to accommodate almost every needu2014even for new Raid players as they level their first
characteru2014so there are zero reasons to buy any of these DLCs.. Despite the large variety of guns and upgrade parts, the
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weapon loadout system in Revelations 2 Raid mode is rather rigid, encouraging players to keep several different versions of
their favourite weapons. This notion is undermined with the new skill system though, since all characters can unlock and
maximise any weapon proficiency through cross-character skill inheritance. Therefore, players will eventually gravitate towards
their four favourite weapons with every character, leaving only the special community events where they need very specialised
guns (like fire ammo weapons for the low-level challenges or pure dps builds for the giant monster invasions). In terms of these
three weapon slot upgrade DLCs, this means that the weapon rack is comfortably big enough to accommodate almost every
needu2014even for new Raid players as they level their first characteru2014so there are zero reasons to buy any of these DLCs..
Dear greedy sons of u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665es, If you wanted more money for the u2665u2665u2665u2665ing game
then charge $49.99 like you did with Revelations 1. Instead you charge $39.99, purposely limit the saving features then charge
$1.99 X 9 unlock them. u2665u2665u2665u2665 you Capcom.. We need more slots!. Really tacky of Capcom to ask money for
these slots> Fortunately most of them are entirely superfluous> TLDR Only the Parts Storage is truly useful but only buy them
as and when you require them, it is possible you can make do without any of these> If you KNOW you want them then by all
means go for it> Otherwise here is my review of the three different types you can buy> I bought the first upgrade of each type
out of curiosity and here are my conclusions after about fourty hours of RAID mode> Parts Storage At least the first slot is
worth getting if you like to buy all parts you can afford from the store> Buy more if you find you need them> I like to stockpile
parts so I can upgrade them as early as possible> Parts are randomised in the store each time you load the vestibule> Either by
reloading RAID mode, or by clearing a mission> Since reloading RAID mode is a ballache method of farming parts you require
I just buy most parts from the store as I want or can afford after each mission> Having the extra slots ACTUALLY HAS
VALUE UNLIKE BUYING EITHER OF THE TWO OTHER TYPES AS I WILL EXPLAIN WHY BELOW>>> Weapon
Storage Only worth it if you like to have different variants of the exact same weapon because if you are happy with one of each
VARIANT of each type {one of every individual weapon} you dont need to upgrade this at all> Record Storage Not sure why
you would need this as long as you can be bothered to either evaluate or sell records after every few missions > Dont bother
buying this under any circumstances unless you absolutely know you want it> This review is written with wierd symbols because
I thought saving seventy pounds on a mechanical keyboard by buying a Razer Tournament Edition rather than something
professional with competent drivers like a Filco was a good idea so I have to do without normal punctuation or numbers while
typing within the steam client and sometimes on websites like Reddit. DO NOT EVER BUY A RAZER KEYBOARD.
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